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The child's temperature drops and has spirit. As soon as the needle hurt, she began to cry and struggle. 

The parents urged her badly. The little nurse was a little worried and nervous. As a result, she didn't get 

in. 

 

The child cried even more. The little nurse pressed the eye of the needle with sterilized absorbent 

cotton and said, "sorry, I have to pierce it again. I just didn't pierce it. Please hold on to the children. " 

 

"Go and call your head nurse and let her prick." Said an elderly man in the family. There was no hospital 

bed. He Fang arranged the family in the emergency room and changed the bed after someone was 

discharged at dawn. 

 

"In the evening, where can I find the head nurse?" The little nurse answered, then lowered her head to 

disinfect and prepare for the second infusion. 

 

 

As a result, the little nurse was pushed away by the child's father, probably because of the tone of voice. 

 

 

The sterilized nurse was unprepared and was overthrown to the ground at once. The first-aid car in the 

emergency room is of good quality. It is welded with an iron frame. It is very strong because it has to 

bear first-aid drugs and equipment and can run at any time. 

 

 

"Bang!" The little nurse was punctured in the head by the sharp corner of the rescue car. She was a little 

dizzy, with Venus in front of her eyes and salty in her mouth. All the medical instruments on the car fell 

off. 

 

In the dead of night, the sound of falling things is particularly obvious. Zhang Fan and the old nurses in 

other wards heard it“ What's up? Something fell. " Zhang Fan asked the old nurse. 

 

 

At this time, I heard the voice of swearing from the emergency room, "what are you wearing! Get up. " 

 

"It's broken!" The old nurse hurried to the emergency room. Zhang Fan followed closely and ran to the 

emergency room. 

 

 

As soon as I entered the emergency room, I saw the little nurse lying on the ground with blood on her 



head. Zhang Fan quickly squatted down and checked. The wound was not big, but knocked the little girl 

unconscious! 

 

"How can you beat people!" The old nurse said sternly that the little nurse was her student, a very clever 

little girl, diligent. 

 

 

"What? We beat people. She is not good at business. We said a few words to her, then we lay down and 

began to pretend to be dead. She hit them all by herself. You see, it's for our baby! " The child's 

grandmother is a smart man! 

 

"I didn't!" The little nurse cried bitterly. Zhang Fan held the little girl's head and was bandaging it with 

gauze. When she heard her parents slander her, she whispered to Zhang Fan. 

 

"Nothing! If you want to play with a dead dog, believe it or not, I'll slap you in the face! " The child's 

father is a strong man, with one hand on his hips and one finger scolding the little nurse! 

 

"Speak well! What are you doing! " Zhang Fan couldn't see it. He said to his parents while bandaging. 

They are the only family without cameras and emergency rooms. It's useless to call the police! 

 

After Zhang Fan said a word, the anger of the family members converged slightly. The old nurse looked 

at the little nurse lying on the ground and then looked at the faces of the family members. He said 

angrily, "scoundrel!" 

 

The bandaged Zhang Fan heard a slap! Turning around, the child's father slapped the old nurse in the 

face“ Let your mouth spray dung! " To fight, Zhang Fan quickly put down the little nurse, stood up and 

grabbed the other party's raised arm. 

 

"Alarm!" Zhang Fan turned to the old nurse and said. 

 

"Alarm! I'll let you call the police today. " As soon as the strong man heard Zhang fanrang call the police, 

he directly shook up another fist and gave Zhang Fan a look on his face! 

 

Zhang Fan's face was hot and stunned! The parent is really grumpy. Seeing that Zhang Fan was hurt and 

didn't speak, he thought Zhang Fan was afraid and had already started. He simply gave it a few more 

times. These days, the child is very upset. He just takes this opportunity to vent his anger. 

 

Zhang Fan was stunned! The old nurse saw something wrong and wanted to take Zhang Fan away. The 

child's father felt that these people were old, weak, sick and disabled. They were easy to bully and 

chased to fight. 

 

Zhang Fan made a move. One, two and three times. Zhang Fan made a fire. Although he was not good at 

fighting, he still had the strength and understood the human body structure. He turned around and put 

his foot firmly on the other's knee joint. The great strength of the anti joint made the strong man fall 



down and lose the ability to continue attacking others! My son is a hero. I'm even more powerful. When 

my child's grandfather saw that his son suffered a loss, he picked up the bench and asked for help. 

 

Grandma is not weak either. She wants to scratch Zhang Fan's face in a sharp voice. The noise is too 

loud. Another nurse has called the security department. The security section is here. 

 

Opened the crowd. The police are here, too. It's no use! Minor injuries are not counted, and the child's 

grandparents have white hair and are already lying on the ground! Go back to the police station and 

take notes first! Zhang Fan's face is depressed. What's this called! 

 

The next day, Ouyang was shocked! I beat doctors and nurses in the Department! After listening to the 

story, Ouyang went to the municipal Party committee to complain and asked the leaders to put pressure 

on the police station. 

 

The other party is not a good stubble. The old man and woman were hospitalized and lived in the 

traditional Chinese medicine hospital. They said they were beaten by the doctors of the municipal 

hospital. Zhang Fan kicked a strong man. 

 

The family also had many relatives and friends. A group of Hula came and shouted to find Zhang Fan's 

trouble. Because the other two are female nurses, and only Zhang Fan did it. 

 

Ouyang is mad“ I didn't bother you. You dare to make trouble! " 

 

"Go! Take your equipment, guard the pediatric building, and dare to let them in. Don't come to work in 

the future! " Ouyang calls the director of the security section. 

 

"What if they do it?" 

 

"They dare to do it. Are your hands tied? I'll contact the police station now. " 

 

In fact, the family members didn't come to fight. They felt that they should make things big. Then the 

hospital would pay compensation to the association after being under pressure. Really, they thought a 

little more this time. 

 

Ouyang has a tough character, and this time it's not the hospital's fault. Compromise is impossible. 

 

In the past 10 years, cameras and various surveillance were not popular, and it was particularly difficult 

for the police to obtain evidence. The family wanted to negotiate with the hospital leaders, but Ouyang 

directly refused. Finally, the police and the slime, the responsible parties each play 50 big boards and 

bear their own treatment expenses. If you are not satisfied, go to court. 

 

"If you want to sue, Sue! Tell them that as long as they harass our doctors and nurses again, I will never 

let them go. " At the public meeting of hospital affairs, Ouyang clearly told the director of the medical 

department. 



 

Although they are dissatisfied with the police's punishment, they can't help it. The other party is old and 

young, and the police can't help them. The injured little nurse in the hospital has a one month holiday, 

and the treatment cost shall be borne by the hospital. 

 

Zhang Fan was also given a week's holiday. After all, something happened. Ouyang was also worried. His 

family came to Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan is in a bad mood! Although he is not hurt, he is in a bad mood. Once he is shameless, ghosts 

are afraid! Pediatrics can't go on. Ouyang specially said to Zhang Fan, "go and have a good rest. Don't 

turn to pediatrics. Have a rest and go to other departments. Don't take this matter to heart, the medical 

environment is so, it will happen sooner or later! This is also a test! " 

 

As if Zhang Fan made a mistake, he should avoid others! 

 


